A hierarchical model for the development of cerebral arteriovenous malformations.
Cerebral arteriovenous malformations (AVMs) are vascular lesions whose pathogenesis, although not fully elucidated, is likely multifactorial. Recent research investigating vessel development suggests a potential hierarchical model in which capillary sprouts from higher-flow arteries give rise to lower-flow veins. It is possible that an embryologic structural vascular dysgenesis in this hierarchical development heavily contributes to the formation of AVMs. Subsequent genetic "second hits" may then allow development of a clinically significant cerebral AVM. We review this vascular developmental process and describe a novel proposal for the embryogenesis of AVMs and its implications in relation to recent research on polymorphisms and AVMs. A comprehensive literature search was performed using PubMed for recent research relative to cerebral AVMs, embryologic vascular development, and polymorphisms involved in AVM pathology. It has recently been shown that both centrally, in the axial embryo, and peripherally, in the embryonic yolk sac, veins form via capillary sprouting from parent arteries. In developing intracranial vessels, a derangement in this embryonic process may lead to a primitive arteriovenous shunt. After this structural "first hit," we suggest that single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are a major component in allowing AVM growth into symptomatic clinical lesions. This is a novel theory for the embryologic formation of cerebral AVMs. Hierarchical vessel development, where higher-flow parent arteries give rise to lower-flow veins, provides a potential mechanism for the formation of primitive arteriovenous shunts that, with the influence of polymorphisms, allows AVMs to develop.